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Abstract

This paper descn'bes a modelling tedmique used to explore three dimensional (3D) image _ distributions formed

i

by high numerical almaure (NA > 0.5) lenses in homogeneous, linear films. This wot_ uses a 3D modelling approach that
is based on a plane-wave decomposition in the exit pupiL Each plane wave component is weighted by factors due to
polarization, abeztation, and input amplitude and phase mrms. This is combined with a modified thin-fdm matrix technique
to derive the total f_ld amplitude at each point in a film by a coherent vector sum over all ptane waves. Then the to_
irradiat_ is calcul_d. The model is used to show how asymmetries present in the polarized image change with the in-
fluence of a thin fdm da,ough varying degrees of focus.

1. Introduction

The demand for highly integrated electronic devices has motivated investigation into belier leas resolution in micro-
photolithography. Lens resolution is roughly _onal to _/NA; therefore, we desire to maximize NA and minimize k.
Photoresist, source, and lens materials issues limit the operating wavelength much below 248nm. NAs are design and
budget limited, with a possible wactical maximum 0t 0_95. In this paper, we will show that sol_sticated models are needed
to understand fundamentals of imaging in the high NA regime.

Traditional models used in m_thogtaphy are based on scalar image formation under the Fresnel

approximations t. The central approximation is to treat spherical lens and pupil surfaces as pure quadratic paraboloids. This
holds in the low NA regime but it bgcaks down When the exit pupil diameter is of the same order as the distance from pupil

to image, i.e., for NA > 0.5. Furthenmxe, the wadidcnal scalar models cannot treat polarization. They, in effect, assume
that ea:h plane-wave ¢emponent has the same polarization amplitude, with polarization vectors parallel to one another and
perpendicular to tim lutig. In a high NA system, there is significant variation of these vectors across the exit pupil. Each
x, y, and z cartesi_ _t has a diffcac,nt po_ contribution. Furthemm_, thesescalarmodels uc.at irradiance
within the pimtoresi_ film Is if the aerial-image could be propagated through the film stack as a nocmally incident plane
wave. This approximation is reasonable for NAs below 0.5 or 0.6, but at higher NAs, the propagation angles of the elecmc
field (E) become signifgant.

One of the early experiment,Sof Wiener 2 shows that, at oblique angles, light polarized parallel to the plane of incidence (,P
or TM polarization) exhibits reduced contrast in photographic film compared to light polarized perpendicular to the plane
of incidence (S or"rEpolarization). For example, a pair of P-polarized plane waves Wo_gating within a film at :-_5°
produce no interference fringes because their E vectors are perpendicular to each other. Moreov_, standing wave effects
in the resist film stack are also different in the two polarizations. This is illustrated in Figure I with a plane wave incident
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on a photoresist film over silicon at 33°, 4.4% 58°, and 72° (or 0.55, 0.7, 0.85, and 0.95 NA respectively). The total power
absorbed in the film, which is proIxxtiot_ to photoresist exposure, is ptoued as a function of coated photor_ist thickness
m Figure 1. Although the differlmces between the polarizations axe slight at 0.55 NA, they become appreciable high NAs.
It becomes apparent that any imaging models for high NA must take into consideration the vector rmlureof lighL

This work presents a 3D vector imaging model for homogeneous, linear, thin films. Previous work s concentrated on a 2D

approach. Othex authors' -_ have looked at computationally mumsive techniques for inhomogeneous films or required
axially symmetric systems to obtain analytic solutions. In comparison, by limiting this work to homogeneous fdms, a

technique can be presented that is easily visualized and computationally rapid. Since the final computation is numeric, no
rcst,'lction is placed on the system symm¢_ The-model uses the De.bye approach9 to characterize the image t'mld as a
plane wave-decomposition. This resa'icts the propagation direction of the plane waves to the cone of rays subtended by the
exIt pupd of a high NA lens with its vertex at the geometrical focus. If a film stack is loca_ at or neat the focus, the
amplitude and phase of each plane wave can be used as input into a thin-film matrix routine to calculate the local field in
the top film. The total field is then the aunmation over all plane waves.

2. Model

Consider the Kohler projection system shown in Figure 2. It is assumed that the system is lossless, and has a Strehl ratio
above 0.8. The film of inl_,st is the 1st film, which is homogeneous and linear with thickness ds. All optical elements
from the source to the enlranc¢ pupil have low NA and can be modelled by traditional scalar methods. Additionally, the
polarizationremainscon.slantthrooghout the optical system and is only altered at the exit pupil. These assumptions allow
for a direct mai_ng of the amplitude and phase of the enuan_ pupil to the exit pupil of the imaging lens. In Figure 2,
the sourr_ is initially ix)_ along the y axis. If a ray is cons_ to emerge from the exit pupil, it will now have
polarization amplitudesfro"each carmsianeomix_n_nt that depend on the exit pupil location.

a'hemat, is  i,t:i, e,atpupilgives am-yg wavelet.
If the image _Id--_- is much less _ t_'i_ii dlamemr and is located _x_ufth6 _, i__ represented

as plane waves propagating toward the the geometrical focus. Since each plane wave from an exit pupil point is normal
to the localized surface about that point, the _ wave directions ate limited to the cone (for circularly symrt_tric systems)
formed by the vertex at the focus and the radius of the pupil. This is the l_bye diffraction __. In the cases con-

sidered here.a localfield raze less tl_ 101_naabout the axis issufficient to encompass IJl object points comributing sig.
nificant amplitude to f_am_ of

In Figure 3 we iliu,ml_ a general _ vector, k, foe"a pil_-wave as

k = kon(cos,si_o_ + _ _ sino_ + coso _
A A

•.kon(ctx + 13y+,t_ , [H

where/co is the free sp_e pro_ comlumlt,and vI is the ded'm_ mscomplex index of refractiongiven by

rl = n - i_c ,

where n is the real llt of file nffnlai,_ index and 1¢ is the extinction coeff'_'ient.

Since 0 is defined as the angle that k' makes with the z axis and # as the angle that the projectionof k' on the x-y plane
makes with the x axis, the direction c_in_ have the standard definitions:

a=cosesin 0

[3= sin_ sin O

y= cos0
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Propasation of a plane wave to the Ist film is illustratedby Figure 4. The pupil is given as a surface in direction cosine
spaceover the variables(_, 13). Since : = 0 at the center of curvatureof the exit pupil, the direction of each plane-wave
eminating fi'omthe exit pupil location (ao, _) is completely defined by (ao, _e). A coordinate:" is defined as

z' = z-_ . [2]

where *o is the distance from the geometricaJ focus of the system to the top surface of the film stack referenced to the in-
cident medium. This places the top film surface at :' = 0 and the geometrical focus in the incident medium at z' = - :0 or
z "-O. If no abewations are present in the opucal system, all plane waves from the pupil are m phase at z = O. Each plane
wave willhavea phaseof- korlo¥o2oatz= zo.wheresubscriptson oz._, 7o,and1"Ioreferenceth_incidentmedium. Also.

the positionvector, _', has its origin atjbe top film surface, and the propagationvector in air, k0, is coplanar with the re-
fractedpropagationvectorin the film, &.

Each monochromatic plane wave propagating from the pupil to the top surface of the film has the form (with the periodic
time factor e" suppressed)

r = d , 131

and

,=.)

to.': = to qo(aox + y + :3 •

%.t

F._a, 13)describes the amplitude and phase on the _ pupil due to the object diffraction. It is a scalar term due to the
initial assumption of low NA on the object side. The _¥ term is arises from the requireanent that the system has negllgtble

energy losses and is apianadc.:_ It is derived* using the cmservation of energy law, and it results in a complex amplitude
at the exit pupil of F_.e(ct,[3)"_/3b• The next exponemial term describes any residual aberration in terms of a wavefront phase
error, W(ct, _). Following this is the phase term due to the location of the top surface of the film. P(ct, ]3) is the polartzauon
vector amplitude distribution across the exit pupil It can be derived in terms of the propagation vector t°,/_, since at all
times it is assumed that the polarization vec_" is perpendicular to the propagation vector. Prior to the imaging lens, the
initial polarization vector of the electric field is in some slate of polarization that can be treated in terms of a orthogonal
decompositioninx and y. Tberaotz,one onlyneedstoexamine the incomingcomponentpolarizationvectorsaZongthe

x or y axis. After passing through the ien& a givett ray will have its polmLmtion vector rotated accordingly. The cartesian
compoeentsarefound by al_ly_g the _ coordinate transformations. Upon interaction with the thin film surface,
a plane of incidence about the z axis can be defined by the angle 0. This allows the components of the polarization vector
to be further reduced in tmmlsof contributiot_ due to a component perpendicular to the plane of incidence, S or TE, and
parallel to this plane,, P of TM. Table I shows the values of the polarization amplitudes for each componcnt. Note that
p z+ p_ + p2 = [ and that the z componentis only comprisedof P polarization.

Figure 5 illustrates • plane wave from the pupil with amplitude and phase E.,(o., _), described by Equation 3, arriving at the
top surface of the film, interface L The total field at any x,y,z point within the top film isfound by summing the dov,n_ard
and upward fields at that Iocatim. The dmvalion presonted heredepms fromtimtypicalthint'dm-methods by pre_nttng
this intermsof the fields at bottom of the film, interface I1, and then relating the result to the incident f'mid at interface I
through matrix formalism. The incident and reflected fields at interface II give for the field in the 1st film,

DownwardF ld. [3)= g m, 13)e n, :) , [-tl

Upward Field, E(ct,_) = gm((x,_J) e_nt(at'_+l_xy-_qz'') , iYl
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where z" = d_- z'.

The following relaboashipsare found from Sn¢lrs law in direction cosinenotation:

and

The total field is given as

where

111 O1 = _0 Cto

¢11151= % 13o ' [6]

., Y,: -

•_) .-)

E.r(a, _) = _'(a, _) + E(a. _)

= •#_q°(_X+fhy)(E#l(a,f_)e_z'3 + E,_da,f3)e-_¢_:))

2 2
4lKz") = ko z" qrl x- qo sin2( cos- 1yO)

[7]

[8]

[9]

The ampli_ inEquafion 8 are rela_ to the incident field by using thin-film mau'ix techniques m derive reflection and
transmission coeffa:ients for the full fdm sumk and a partial film mack. Since _ basics of this lechniqueH_aare well
known, only the novel mailmmatics pertaining to the cun'ent discussion will be presented. It is a_sumed tl_ the index of
refraction above the fast satrap, Ilo. is real and _ the film in question is _e first f_n layer oa an arbia-aty film stack.
UsingthenoiatioainHechtu,a malxixcanbe deemedforeach film, j,by

Ms" c°sss imsj .
sj

w_ Yj is definedas me effe_aive index for S and P po_azation and _ is me plumefor a film mic.kness4, given by

[10]

[II]

A total M _ cambe defined dmt is the pzodu_ of all the individual film _, as well as a pmxial M" man-ix that

represents the film smc.kwith(ag the conuibutiea of the 1st film:

and

jml

• oi_, -=I-[Mj-r"''-Lmzi _l_] . [12]
j-!
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Partial Mamx, M'= HMj= Lm21__ mz2J [131
/=2

With respect to Figure 5, the reflection and transmission Vector coefficients for the full film stack, F and _ respectively, and
at the 2rid interface, _'uand _u, can be defined with components given by

_ll = "Cllx= "{/Iy = Edlx Edly _llz Edlz
{15l

en. e, y E,I.
[16]

and

EellzErllx EHly rlh = ,
rll = rllx = rib = E = Eill,v Eiih

[17]

where the original assumption of film homogeneity and linearity has been invoked to allow the equality of the x and y

coeff¢i¢nLs.

The coefficients can be expanded following a similar treatment ouflind in Hecht in terms of the M and M" matrix elemcnL%

2Yo 2Yl
¢= Yomll + Yoy/alZ + m,,t + y/_ "ell= ytm,zl + y|yFa,12 + m,21+ Y/a'22

Yomt[ + YoY/nl2 -m2t - Ysm22 YlPn'll + Y!Ysm'12- m'2l - Y/n'22

yomll + yog_mt2 + m2t + YPn22 rli ffi rtm, tl + ytyFd12 + m,21+ y/n,22 "

wh_ the dependence of the coefficiem oo a aid [3 is given by Equation 11.

{I91

Propagating plane waves ia t_ top film, which are rel_seated by Equations 4 and 5, must also be solutions to the homo-

geneous wave equalica _ therefore, MaxweU's equations. In particular, for a charge free media, it is required that the

divergence of the field is zero in the incident medium and the film in question, hence

--4' -'-4, --I, '--4,

V.E=k .E =0 . 2O]

Equations 6 and 14 for the incident medium give

-'4, -4,

to • e_ = no (ao E_. + _ E._, + 'toE_.)=
no(ao + e-,,@ no o£=

+ = 0 , [2II
,_ I_z

which gives

tt,j
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rlo (ao f-_ + 13oE_) = _ no VoF_, [221

Equation 20 for the downward field in the film and equation 22 give

k-_•£* = 111_alE.lx + 131E.ly ÷ _1Ejl, )
11o(_ E.j_ + 13oE._) 111Vt

"_!1 "CIIz

- -'c%v°E'= n171E'= = 0 .

Therefore.

u

tllz _ll 11171

[23]

[24]

Similarly, for the upward field,

kI .E" = Tit (at Eat= + _1E,z/y- ?lE,m )= ru 111(at E#t=+ _t E#iy)- rutql 1l Eat, = 0 . [25]

By Equation 23,

"rll (at E#t,,+ fJl E#ty) = - 111_tsE#h

Then by Su_-_g ]_luation 26 into 25 _"_ t

[261

rlt _l 71 £it/z = -r/h I]1 TI Eitl= , [27]

rU== - rl! . [28]

Finally, using Equations 3, 14-i7. 24, and 28, Equation 8 can be given for each _ian component, linking the thin film

field with each plalte wave emamlting from the _il, that is,

¢ (e i¢_') all e- i_:")ETx(Ct,t_) = eaeq(a=+_y) e-/_q't'_ EO(o.,_)_ e_w(='_) Pz(_) _ _ + ) , [29]

'c (e/_Z '') ,_:")ETy(ct,13) = e_q(a=+l_y) e-_n'¢:e EO(o_)_e _w(_) Py(ct,13) _ + rile- ) , _ [301

and

11¥
ETz(°'._)==e/_t(az+_Y)e-_1"r_ F-.o((Z,_)N_ea°w(o_f_)Pz(_) .ell111¥i(e/4Kt')- rlle-i4Kz")). [31]

where o., 13,_,and11arereferencedto the incident medium.

Since reflection and transmission coefficients are only defined in terms of either the S or P orientation, Equations 29-31

are furtt_r reduced into S and P components. The total field at any point within the 1st film is then given by the component
sum of Er(a, [3) due to the S contributions and the P contributions over the solid angle subtended by the pupil. The nor-
malized field is given by
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-.p

E (x.y,z) =

where K is a the nonnalbadon constant.

K j'Sr_o,._)dn

Since the differential solid angle can be written as

the t"malexpanded form for the local elecmic field components in a film is:

[321

[33]

ma -p

+ Kfa_E°(ct'_)P_*(°"l_)_ e'w('_')

-_ (e_3 + ruse- ) da_

e_n(ax_Y-_ "z-Z---P (eat'(:')+ r_me-_¢<:'))dad_
"eliP

{3-_]

[35]

_j_ zueq t'Y-----_(rue e- - ) dotdp . [361

The limits of integration for circulady symmetricsystems extend from -NA to NA with the requirement that

2+_2 < NA . [37]

The localized ixradiaa_ at my point wid_ the fdm cam be expressed as,

l(x,y,z) [E(x,yj) E*(x,y,z)lRe(rlt) (lE_x,y,z)l 2_- . = + l_(x,y,z) + IE,(x_',z)l
2

)Re(Tit). [381

St,./

This equation is easily evaluated numerically. The mimmum sampling size can be determined either by trial and error,
looking for convergence of the imase, or by recognizing that Equations 34-36 represent a Four_ transform. If the tmage
function is band limited within the image f'teld, then by sampling theory :4, the image field sizes, X and Y, are inversely

proportional to the sampling in the pupil. The minimum direction cosine interval can then be wriuen as

F
%,.,"
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=
X

A[3=
[39]

In the cases of interest in this work the field size is lhnited to 51.tinat _.= 248nm giving ACt= 0.05 For a 0.95 NA circularly
symmetric system this results m 1100 samples in the pupil, i.e., only 1100 plane waves are needed to create the image within
a film. This number is much less than other imaging models based on plane-to-plane propagation.

3. Results

Equation 38 was evaluated using a wavelength of _,= 248nm and an incident medium of air with the wavefront aberration
set to W(_ [3)= 0. Initially, the image of a point, or the point spread function (PSF), was computed for a non-absorbing
photoresistfilmofq_= 1.8on a matchedsubstrateforan NA of0.95.Figure6 shows thenormalizediso-irradiancecon-

tours for meridional slices along x and y for an initial source polarized along y and z0=- .24un. Due to a significant z
component contribution, the y slice is slightly wider than x and the interference effects are also less __. This re-
suits in an asymmelty of the PSF in the x-y plane. There is also some asymmetry about the image in depth. This is ex-
plained by the spherical aberration caused by the wp film surface. By S_rs taw, ma, ray at 0.95 NA will cross
theO_cal axis at _--_ of_film orz'= iWn. Ho_,c.v_,-_y-l_UlxiaIray_ c_:_ axisati_xoximately
z' = .451Jsn.The differencebetweentheserepresentsthelongitudinalsphericalaberration.The factthatmostofthepower
iscentered_ a_ of 0.51amis_y due tothesmalleramplitudeofthemarginalplanewavesfromreflection
lossesathighanglesand the_ numberofparaxialplanewaves.

Figure 7 shows • comparism of a the fdm PSF using a 0.6 and 0.95 NA sysusm. The film is moderately absorbing with
rl_= 1.8 - .04/over a silicon substr_ with q,= 1.7 - 3.38/. For each NA, the film surface is offset to result in the marginal
ray crossing the axis at a del_h of OWn(no offset), 0.51_t, and lwn. Since the subsuate is no linger nuuched, standing
wave interference patterns are observed. Decay of the irradiance due to a_ is also observed. The effects of

polarization are more apparent at 0.95 NA, as evidenced by the difference in behavior between the x and y slices.

A tri-bar object with 0.17 lines and 0.17 spaces parallel to the x axis is shown in Figure 8a. The film, subswate, and zo
offsets are identical to the previous 0.95 NA example. The resultant y meridional slice images using a 0.95 NA system
arepresentedinFigures8b-M forx and y polar. Again.int_ezenceeffectsan:lesswiththey polarizationdue to

the influence of the z componenL In Figure 8b the onset of s_ resolution is seen at the houom of the fdm by the
presenceof four major itradtance lobes instead of three. The bending natare of the iso-_ contours are clearly the

result of the veclortal nature of tiffs model. F'qpn,e 9 shows a plot of the irradiance about the zero position at a depth of
z'= 0 forthein_s inFigure8b. Differencessuchasthesebecome relevantinmicro-lithographysincethetolerances on
thetotalprocessedsu-uctm_maintainedin_ mustnotexceed:I:I0%.

4. Condusion

A vectoi imaging model for thin _-iuts-been presented that is _ on a plane wave decomposition of the radiation that
propagates from the pupil, and • thin-film treatment of propagation into the film stack. The model is valid for NAs ap-
proaching unity and md tends to minimize the number of plane waves needed for an image. It is shown that, when the
illumination is polarized, asymmetries are _ due to high-NA polarization effects and s_ aberration caused by
a film surface. The image iso-irradiance contours that ate presented illustrate the vectorial nature of the model

..............................
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Z

X Polarization

Y Polarization

Fig. 9. Plms _ irradiance for x md y polamat_ at the top mrfw.e of the film for a zcfo offset using
the I_ramete_ m Figure 8b.
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Table I

Components

P,s

ezP

P.

Initial Polarization State

X Y

1
(z2

l+T

1-'_

_'
l-?

-a13
l+y

p,,

p,
l+T

-iX

-G

1

-8

l+y
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